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Student Council Approves Rat Court
Reeves Essay Contest
Plans A r e Announced

Rollins Players Disclose
Plans for Active Season
The Rollins Players season will
open dn November 30th with a
t duction of STAGE DOOR by
^: George S. Kaiifman and Edna
li, Ferber, with SUSAN DOUGLAS,
la^ younjj Broadway star, in the lead?!.•( in^ role. Plays for the balance of
^p the season will be selected from
i»,the following list: "The Late
k,G e o r g c
Apley"
by
J.
eti,P. Marquand and George KaufH,man; "The Pursuit of Happiness"
hy Lawrence Langer and Armina
^ M a r s h a l l ; "Life With Father" by
Russell Crouse and Howard Lindsay; "The Beaux StraUgem" by
George Farquhar; "Androcles and
and the Lion" by George Bernard
[j Shaw; "Topaze" by Marcel Pagnol; "Harvey" by Mary Chase;
"Macbeth" or "Othello" by William Shakespeare; "The Little
Foxes" by Lilian Hellman; "The
Corn is Green" by Emlyn Williams; "An Inspector Calls" by J.
B. Priestley.

H

The dates for the plays on the
Bubscription season are: November 30, Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 1948; January 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 1949;
February 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 1949;
March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1949;
March 22, 23, 24, 26, 26, 1949;
^ April 5, 0, 7, 8, 9, 1949; April 19,
t 20, 21, 22, 23, 1949. Fov these plays
all enrolled students are entitled
to free tickets, and they can
arrange for seats for the entire
poason or for the individual productions by presenting their Student Association cards to Mrs.
Bailey at the Annie Russell
r T h e a t r e office. More details conc e r n i n g the plays and other attractions will be announced at a
later date. The Annie Russell
llheatre program is under the
supervision of Prof. Howard Bailey, and the^plays are directed by
Mr. Bailey and Prof. Wilbur Dorsett.
The Fred Stone Theatre, under
the direction of Prof. Donald S.
Allen, is also planning a most active season. The first Fred Stone
production will be THE BUTTER
AND EGG MAN by George S.
Kaufman, and will be presented at
8:15 P.M. on November 9, 10,
11, 1948. Tickets for this production can be secured at the box
Office on the evening of performance for 30c, including tax. Dates
and announcements of other Fred
Stone productions will be made
later.

TB X-Ray Unit
Visits Campus
T H X-Ray l u l l Visits Campus
330 of Rollins' (i25 students
turnid out to "Take a deep breath,
holdddd it, don't breathe 'er move"
Ks the T. B. -X-Ray Mobile Unit
Bhot glamor poses of their lungs
iTucsdny and Thursday of this
iseek. Orchids to those 330 and to
^he 86 members oft he faculty and
Btaff who played safe so the
wouldn't be sorry. For those who
inissed this opportunity the Mobile Unit will be in front of the
Orlando Chamber of Commerce
October 21 from 1:00 P.M. to 4:30
P.M. Our goal is lOO'?;. Don't be
the one to keep us from reaching
it.
Thanks go to those who assisted
here Tuesday and Thursday: Carolyn Alfred. Bee Godfrey, Mary
Clapornl, Bev Clark. Dixie Koos,
jBev Burkhart. Jane Olson, Phylllis Brettell. Jan Ott, Sheila Monroe, Gcnger Butler, Peggy Randal,
iKitty Goldrick, Eleanor Smith.
Ginny Harr. Nancy Palmer. Betty Smith, Ann Turley, Jean Clancy, Helen Fines, Agnes Hendrix,
Cornelia Hall, Marjorie Sommer.
• Phi Betas will hold a candlelight service for all new theatre
arts and music majors in St.
Francis Chapel Sunday at 5 P.M.
To acquaint purpose and ideal.
Florida Republican leaders went
I record as endorsing the Flor|ida Citrus Mutual and advocating
that oil rights in the Everglades
•National Park be retained by the
state, in a statement this week.

I Freshman "Orientation"
to Begin as Soon
as Caps Arrive

Fred Stone Theatre
Selects Cast For Play

'^Beanery'' Operation
Explained hy Mays

By Derek Dunn-Rankin
Freshman Ratting is no longer
a rumor. Student Council Representatives, after a consultation
with their fraternal groups, passRollins College
General Chales McCormick Reeve ed a resolution to adopt ratting
Essay Contest for the year 1948- for one week. The vote was nine
1949,
open to men students of the to eight, the four Independents
College. Prizes of $75.00 each will I unanimously opposing the resolube awarded to not more than six ! tion. The heated voting took place
men students who shall compose I at the regular meeting of the stuthe best essays on any of the to- ] dent council last Monday night.
After the passing of the resolupics hereinafter mentioned. The
esays shall not be limited as to tion, sentiment developed to conlength, and shall be typewritten trol the unpredicable abuses of
on paper of standard size. Each ratting by the upperclassmen and
contestant shall sign his essay because it was felt that the privwith a pseudonym, and shall attach ilege had been abused in the past,
a sealed envelope containing his it would be abused in the future.
pseudonym and his real name. However, after much discussion, it
was decided to leave upper class
Papers shall be dSposited in
discipline to the rat committee
Rollins P. 0. Box 185 on or before
which will choose 12 responsible
January 10, 1949. A Committee of
men to enforce the rules.
the Faculty will make the awards.
Rat week is scheduled to end
After the awards are announced,
the successful contestlints shall with the Freshman elections on
reduce their essays for oral deli- October 29, but the date is devery of not more than ten minutes, pendent upon the arrival of the
and shall present them orally be- rat caps which are supposed to
fore a public meeting o'f the col- arrive this week.
Rules for Freshmen (Rats)
lege. No discrimination as to merit
1. Must attend all rat court sesshall be made among the six essions
at rec hall.
says designated for prizes by the
2.
Must attend all football
Committee, but the author who, in
the opinion of judges specially games.
3. Must carry matches and light
selected for this purpose, has most
effectively written and delivered upper classmen's cigarets.
4. Must stay off Horse shoe.
his material, will be awarded the
Rollins to Get Mascot
Hamilton Holt Gold Medal, or its
The student council unanimously
equivalent in the sum of $50.00.
Essays may be written upon any voted to have a black goat as the
one of the following topics but official Rollins mascot. A committee was appointed to investino other:
gate the possibilities of getting a
1. What Does ^
suitable goat.
to Me?
Iced Coffee Back to a Nickel
2. A Plan for World Peace.
Art Swacker, Student Council
3. Should the Fine Arts H;
President, announced that iced cofSocial Purpose?
fee would go back io a nickel a
4. The Government Control of the
glass in the Student Center.
Scientist.
According to Swacker, Mrs.
5. The American Family in Tran
Johnson, Center manager, is givsition.
ing the finance committee full co6. Does Science Replace Reli
operation and asked that any comgious Faith or Complete It?
plaints be brought to Student
7. The Peacetime Draft—Support
Council. It was further reported
For or Menace To Democracy*
that the Center had a deficit of
8. College Education for W h a f
$4,500.18 at the present time. Ac9. Is Fielding's Tom Jones Obso cording to Mrs. Johnson, the only
lete?
price increase since October, 1947,
10. The Westward Movement Yes is a .05 increase on hamburgers.
terday and Today.
Students to Attend Convention
11. Academic Freedom in a Timi
Five students were chosen to at>
of Fear.
tend the Florida Government and
12. The Social Fraternity at Rol
Press Association meeting at Miami,
November 4, 5, and 6. The
students chosen were: Hugh Davis,
Sydney Lanier, Pete Sholley, Harold McKinney, and Nan Van Zyle.

By Mariel L. Kiddle
The Fred Stone Theatre got
under way last Friday evening
Mr. C. E. Mays, Director of
with tryouts for the first sho\
Commons, assisted by his wife,
Prof. Donald Allen, director of
serves approximately 450 students
the Fred Stone, picked Bob Elman
per meal at the "Beanery". "Our
and Ellie Hummell to lead a cast
object," said Mr. Mays, "is to
of 13 players.
serve good wholesome meals and
Appearing in important supportto please the students. We are
ing roles will be Joe Popeck, Gene
open to any and all suggestions
Smith and aJnet Olsen. 10 of the
from the students themselves."
In the cafeteria are 32 employees
w," 13 parts are taken by theatre
"How the Rollins Boys will look 50 and 100 y ears from
majors.
and 35 student waiters. A daily predictsi President Holt. Lift to right Yale men. Professor Is:
The play, George Kaufman's
cost sheet is computed each day Phelps, '94,
McClellan,
'91,
Harry
Richardson.
'94,
Dr. George E.
Butter and Egg Man, will play
of each item and its cost. An av-, Prexy, '94.
November 9th through the l l t h
erage meal requires 200 pounds ofj
at the Fred Stone.
meat, 800 rolls, and 20 gallons of
The turnout for the readings
ice cream. For a hot cake breaklast Friday was small, so Prof.
fast, 10 gallons of batter is used.
Allen had to hold a few private
Mr. Mays caters to parties and j
readings. But small as the group
picnics of various groups at cost. |
was,
he passed over a lot of talent
Special parties are to be cleared
to arrive at the final casting.
through Miss Lyle's office.
At
present Professor Allen has
In order to use all of the fund
Have you seen the Collier's
nothing definite for the rest of the
in the budget for food alone, Mi
Cover? Two University of Miami
season in Fred Stone.
and Mrs. Mays have discontinued
cheerleaders hit the cover of Coluse of candles and decora
43 Men "Go Greek" as
liers magazine this week in a fulltions.
color action shot.
Formal Rush Period
It is apparent that the students
Those of you who may have
Draws to Close
e wasting less food this year
gone to the Miami game might rethan ever before but it has not
Last Friday, six Rollins' framember them, Joan Georgitson
yet been determined whether this
ternities
sent out their bids to
and Jack Schraedel are the Cover
ue to patriotism or better food,
By DEREK DUNN-RANKIN
the new men students on campus.
Co-eds.
Students are requested to continue
Tuesday night the freshman
Friday marked the end of two
r splendid cooperation by not
class nominated officers for th'
Florida Southern is out for a week period that fraternities must
taking more than they can eat and
wait before they can pledge new coming year. The Sandspur re
by returning anything to the Charlie Spivak Dance in Novem- or old students. The men's rush- ports a brief interview with each
counter which has been left un- ber. The exact date is Nov. 9 in ing this year was conspicuous by of the twenty-one nominies. The
the
Civic
Center.
Anyone
interesttouched.
candidates were asked to make
its absence of any fanfare.
Remember the more Beans saves ed in this hop can get there in
If there were any hurt feelings, a brief statement on their behalf
about 45 minutes and it will cost
the better the food will be.
and a specific comment on Rattthey
were
hidden
and
the
pledging
you ?3.e0 as a "Townspeople" uning.
less you can prove you're a stu- came off in a sane and mature
The
presidential
candidates
dent, then it's only $2.40. Irene
The following men pledged the statements follow.
Day will be there to give out with
Ed Taylor—"Best
Freshmen
following fraternities:
the songs.
dance, best Freshmen play, best
X CLUB
Dick Pope, Bob Van Hoose, Lyle organized class. I am in favor of
Giant foot prints found on Oct.
Ratting because it will unite the
15 close to Gainesville, have every- Chambers, Bob Riggs, Joe Swicefreshmen
class
and
increase
Phil
Montager,
George
one from police to biologists to good,
school spirit,
Rollins Football Fans wondering. Whidden, Tom Manuel, Mason
Pick
Bates—Not
available
for
Dr. Harley Sherman and Professor Wharton, and Marty Swift.
an interview.
Pierce Brodcorb, maintain that it
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
John
Vereen—"I
appreciate
the
is impossible for any animal or
U.S.
Don Cobb, Robert Ellis, Robert
Miami—President Truman said living bird to make tracks-meas- Garbett, John Mehlek, Joshua support of the class and will do
all I can to uphold the principals
Monday America carries "no chip uring 15 inches in length and 13 Poole, Jo Simonaes.
of the office. I think Ratting, if
on the shoulder" but is pursuing inches in width. Nevertheless, such
KAPPA ALPHA
not carried to an extreme a fine
a firm policy in order to dispel tracks were found near the Swanee
Dave Manley, Ricardo Balbiers, thing.
the "dark fog of distrust" from River and residents thereabouts Tom Malloy, Ed Taylor, Bill
Ralph Prenice—"I want to make
are some what disturbed concern- Whitbold, John Whitmire, Buddy
tho path to peace.
this the finest freshmen class.
In a restatement of American ing their significance.. As for me, Goode.
I will play no favorites and will
foreign policy to the 30th an- I'll stay here at Rollins, it's not
SIGMA NU
give an all around good governnual American Legion Convention, such a bad place to stay.
Gene Manzo, John Vareen, Carl- ment. Ratting is a fine thing withMatriculation convocation exerMr. Truman beat no retreat from
ton High, Von Matchett, Wayman in proper limits."
cises were held last Wednesday,
his position that eventually the
According to Florida University Bennett, Frank Strickler.
Paul Binner—"I am honored by October 20, at 9:40 a.m. in the
world can shake off the fear of sources, a new radio station has
^
DELTA CHI
the nomination and will do my Knowles Memorial Chapel when
Veen born. It is called "WSPD,
Dick Bate, Dick Elliot, Chuck best to merit the confidence placed the new faculty, new upper diviFOREIGN
the voice of the campus, found Larsen, Frank .Ledgerwood, Tim
in me. I am absolutely opposed to sion students, lower division stuThe UN Security Council was .10 where on your dial."
dents, and new students took their
Lofton, Ralph Pernice, Dick Preu, ratting."
ordered into emergency session
The station came into being as Frank Scott, Ollie Smith and WilJosh Poole—"If elected I will do oaths.
Tuesday to cope with the new one of the major advances in the liam Goldrick.
The academic procession formed
ray best to fulfill the office. I am
war in southern Palestine. The speech curricula at Florida U. It
ALPHA PHI LAMBDA
in favor of Ratting within proper at 9:40 a.m. in front of the Center
action came after Israel rejected s student operated and consists
at Carnegie hall. Because of the
Paul Klous, Fred Rogers, Jack limits.
the UN proposal for a cease-fire >f a control room, a studio, aj.d a
Reardon, Nortett Mnitz, Ray
ick Pope—"If elected, I will large senior class, the seniors and
but agreed to hold peace talks ilassroom studio. Latest modern
Bockway Smith.
do my best to serve the freshmen faculty were the only onse who
with the Egyptians.
equipment is used and includes re;. I think Ratting is a fine wore robes.
LOCAL
•ding machines, microphones,
After the various oaths had
thing. I'm for it."
ind effect records, transcripThe market for Florida oranges
We regret that space does not been taken. President Holt delivns, and other general records.
appears to be following the .patered his special message to the
permit
us
to
print
the
full
stateThe
studio
also
has
telephone
lines
tern of the last two seasons despite
ment of the vice presidential can- Rollins students and the choir renstringent Federal Marketing re- that connect WSPD with outside
dered an anthem.
Officers for the current school didates.
gulations that have held back stations. This way live programs
Carlton High—"Ratting is a
be broadcast to outside chan- year were elected at the meeting
shipments somewhat.
of the Independent Men's Organ- good thing."
Phi Beta to Hold
Many shippers were inclined to nels.
ive Manley—"I'm in favor of
blame the latest drop in prices on
The purpose of these radio ization Monday night. Hall TenCandlelight Services
Ratting, as it gives freshmen
a high incidence of decay in fruit
urses is to acquaint the students nis, president; Corky Scarborough,
omething to look forward to in
The Theta Chapter of the Phi
shipped north. They said it was
ith commercial and educational vice president, and Wm. Pierce,
he
future."
Beta
National
Music and Speech
secretary-treasurer.
caused by keeping the fruit too aspects of the art.
Phyllis Brettell—"Ratting is a Fraternity will hold a candle light
The main order of business for
long in coloring rooms.
fery
good
thing—it
will
unite
the
service
in
the
St.
Francis Chapel,
The Cleveland Indians just con the day was, of course. Ratting, to
SPORTS
•
Sunday evening at 5 p.m. The purwhich the Independents were al- freshmen class".
Michigan's
unbeaten
untied pleted their war dance and had
Bill Carmel—"I am definitely pose of this service is to acquaint
most
unanimously
opposed.
fewpitchers
Wolverines took over the No. 1
opposed to Ratting."
music and theatre art students
spot in college football ranks MonJean Currie—"Ratting will unite with the standards and ideals of
CALENDAR OF CAMPUS EVENTS
day in the weekly Associated Press
Phi Beta, in hopes that they will
Thursday,
October
21
e
class.
Besides
a
little
fun
is
poll of the nation's sports writers.
strive to attain these things. Of7:00-8:15 Tertullia At Casa
good for everyone."
Grabbing 74 of the 148 first
Friday, October 22
Ralph Seidel—"I favor Ratting ficers of the Phi Beta for this year
place ballots, the Michigan powerinclude: Martha Barkedale, Pres4:30 Key Society Tea
but it should be done early."
house displaced North Carolina
Women's Association welcome new members. Alum. House
Jeannie Wiselogel—"I
favor ident, and Jean Cartwright, Treawhich led the pack last week, r e s surer. Phi Beta was reinstalled at
Saturday, October 23
Ratting."
pite a fourth straight victory over
3:30-5:00 Phi Mu Fledges Giving party for house mother
Dale Travis—"Ratting is half of Rollins in 1946. It has fifteen
North Carolina State. North Caromembers at the present time but
Sunday,
October
24
being
a
freshmen."
lina dropped to third place behind
Tom Manuel—"If elected my hopes to increase this membership.
Michigan and Notre Dame. Points 9:45 Chapel
actions will speak louder than It is an active fraternity choosing
figured on the basis of 10 for a 5:00 Phi Beta Open House
words. No comment on Ratting." its members up on the basis of
first place, nine for second, and so 7:30-10:00 KA Open House
The following are the names of scholarship and talent.
Monday. October 25
on down the list to one for tenth
the candidates for Secretary-Trea8:00
Student
Council
Meeting
place gave Michigan 1,336 to 1.218
The fifth annual Florida TanTuesday, October 26
for Notre Dame and 1.139 for
7:30 Movie at Annie RusseU Theatre
Dan Matchett, Merle Hodges, gerine Queen contest, sponsored by
North Carolina.
the Winter Haven Junior ChamWednesday, October 27
Diane Vigeant, Marjory James, ber of Commerce, will be staged
9:40 Senior Class Meeting
Betty Goldrick.
at Winter Haven, Nov. 27-28.
Patronize Sandspur Advertis

Inter - Collesiate
News Highlights

FBAIEBNIIIES LIST
RESULTS OF FALL

Frosh Nominees
State Platforms

Matriculation Rites
Held at Convocation

Independent Men
Elect Their OfRcers

Chapel StaFf Plans
More Meetinss
The Chapel is going to continue
their dances every Sunday night
in the Center. These have provided a big time for all those attending. Different forms of entertainment are planned for each of these
parties; so help make these evenings a big success by giving them
your support and not missing all
the fun.
Several Chapel committees are
now getting organized for welfare
and all those interested in being
on a committee, go to the Chapel
office and give your name. The
committees are: International Relations; Greece Relations; Community Service; Program committee; and Ushers.
The Chapel Christmas fund is
also being organized and money
will be solicited from the students
for this worthy welfare purpose.
ROLLINS STUDENTS STAR
Bill Barker and Jim Bartlett
have consented to play the male
leads in the Little Theatre's production of "Laura" at the Sorosis
Club in Orlando. Opening date is
to be announced in the near future.
WRITERS

POETS

Manuscript
deadline
for
Flamingo is Nov. 1st. Submit
Stories, Anecdotes, Plays, the
Macabre or Humorous, submit
them all. We need your talent.
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KEELERS

gle with the handsome young fiend George Washington Mooney, ex gy barroom, Babyface brushed a
(Babyface, that is) several months dope smuggler and backwoods pol- speck of dust from his orange and
earlier. Glassjaw's eyes had by itician who now shared joint own- green checked sport coat and spoke
this time turned yellow with cor- ership of Talton's bar and grill. slowly yet decisively. "I may be
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue at Inte rlachen
Telephone 187 J
By "Skook" Bailey
(
rosion and his face was distorted "Hello, Ape." Babyface's tone was
Bdltorlal Board
I After soaking in New York's in a horrible grimace as if when cold and cruel, but his eyes without any boys at the present
does not
Wall
xploit^ his I g^g^ j^j^.g^ ^Qj. ^^^^ months, Baby- his scummy soul left his body, it sparkled with friendly warmth at time and also a little low on gitus
t eoil \ » n Hoose family as the other two candidate; face, the most fiendish and cruel
to finance any big operations
Sports Editoi s
Jim McMenemy
knew where it was going. Glass- once again seeing one of his old
with, but I'll run that no-good
Da^e MeKlethan are doing. You didn't know Wal- killer to ever come out of Ottawa,
Society Editor
Martha >HcDonald lace had a family, (Sd you? How- Illinois, was at last preparing to jaw was still dapperly dressed, reform school buddies.
Parisian Al Capone out of this
even
in
death.
His
seer-sucker
"I
heard
you
wuz
bumped,
Baever, both Dewey and Truman are go down for the third time.
pants and black knit tie were in a byface," spat out the Ape in a town if it's the last thing I ever
Movie Revio^\i
Jaek Mehlek using their children to further
do." With that statement BabyAs the hand which had sent perfect state of preservation, but low gutteral snarl.
their political interests.
Artists
many rival mobsters to the hap- his corduroy green sport coat,
Babyface's lips parted in a sar- face adjusted his diamond-studded :
, Charles Dawson. Harry Baldw
Betty Hammer, Robert Neuhau
Wallace is a farmer and his en- py hunting ground was disappear- which he had picked up at a rum- castic smirk. *'Just a rumor, Ape white star, blew a huge, Hlack
tire family has been in the agri- ing beneath the turbulent waters, mage sale on West Church Street, —simply a rumor. By the way, smoke ring which encircled
cultural field for several years. In fate intervened in our hero's be- had faded considerably. Attached Ape, where'd you ever get the Ape's head like a halo and strode
Stanley Rudd, Dave
Waite
1904 Wallace made the first ex- half.
Babyface's middle index to Glassjaw's clothesline belt was spandulis to buy half interest in briskly out the rickety swinging
Proofreaders
periments in corn-breeding. He finger latched on to something. a small white card bearing the in- this creep-hole? Last I heard you
doors of Talton's bar and grill and
graduated from the Iowa State With all the strength that he could scription, "extremely poor physi- was in the Big House for shopVnn Dewis Turley, Jua
off into the night.
College of Agriculture and was muster, gangland's most sadistic cal specimen—unfit for further lifting."
Rewrite
John Whit
appointed
associate
editor of maniac raised himself once again demonstration
and
dissection."
shSmith,
PooleDale Tr;
The Ape grinned a moronic grin.
"Wallace's Farmer" a family pubThe card bore the gold monogram- "I got out last month, Babyface.
lication. In 1912 he took a trip
med identification crest of the i used the ten bucks the warden
to Europe to study genetic breedSkook Baile
Natolis School of Osteopathy.
gave me to buy me interest in this
ing experiments. Being a farmWith the aid of a strong nose aint."
Gerry Walke
er, Wallace takes people as they
and a stiff breeze, a half hour later
Babyface
laughed
fiendishly.
come. He was raised in the Midfound Babyface dragging his pow^ Ape, Squint Talton really took
west, and he naturally looks at
erful frame ashore. As Babyface you to the cleaners. This filthy
he next man as an equal, without
Merle Hodges, Jeane Hagan, Carol Gra.sky, Nancy Morris
shook the water from his special garbage pit ain't worth the price
•egard to his color, money,
ly-tailored purple double-breasted of one of Shaky Simpson's reefer
Sheila KeUy, Ralph Seidel, lers or clothes, or his creed and
Bill Goldrick. Robli
suit—the one with the red pin By the way—tell Squint I gt
~"argy
Mountcastli
Cnthia Carll, Nancy Cr
Margy
Mou
Meriel Riddle
•eligion.
His savage campaign
John.
tripling, Jai
Hodges, B&ttie Merrell, ]
- )hn. E. Striplii
rly Jean Hdffr
stripes which his dear old mother some business for 'im. All my old
Dana Abbo
Allen Sharpe, Marge Wa
speeches against racial discri
had given him just before
boys got kilt off when I tangled
ination in America arise from
strangled her for burning
with Glassjaw's mob. I'm organhomely hatred of people who set
I Dilly, Carol Reed, Sylvia Eriksi
Rhoda Knight, Richard Elli(
scrambled eggs, he gave GI;
izing a new mob and I'm taking
themselves above others.
jaw's remains a mighty kick which over this heap of a city."
Jack Reardo
lall Stone, Ann Marie Kerlin, Pat Roberts, Patsy C
Wallace's interest in people difsent the gory mess once again
"But
Babyface — ain't
you
Member
fers from political baby-kissing
floating out into the harbor. Hardly h e a r d ? "
and memorizing first names of
had Glassjaw's body left the shore
Associated GDlle5ia!e Press
"Heard what? Come on, Ape!
voters. He often fails to make a
when it sank below the surface Spit it out!" Babyface edged forDistributor of
big impression on a new acquaintwith a mighty hiss of black smoke ward in his chair; his previous air
ance because he doesn't glad-hand
and a wretchedly palpitating odor. of friendlines^s and warmth now
or join in nervous small talk. In
As the corpse disappeared into the disappeared.
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
His
blue
eyes
deep, Babyface laughed fiendishly, sparkled horribly.
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many fact he has been known to be silent
his boyish face grinning from ear
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty dn^ energetic as its name in informal gatherings and a lis"Big
Jon
De
Urresti
took
over
tener with strangers.
to ear as if he had just hit a home your territory while you was in the
imflies, victorious in single combat afid therefore without a ft
Wallace is always learning. His
run or perhaps received a new toy East River."
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation; all these will
for Christmas. Several hours later,
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of world-ranging interests vary from
Babyface
stroked
his
chin
statistical studies of post-war carafter a refreshing bath at his lux- thoughtfully. "Big Jon De Urresti,
the
Sandsfur.
tels to boomerang-throwing, which
urious penthouse apartment, a eh? Why that cheap mug was opleads to fearful suspicion of Hencomplete change of haberdashery, erating over in Paris the last I
and a half-pint of Sholley and heard."
We have been embroiled in a bitter controversy as to rat- ry Wallace by hidebound and igting, to have or to heave. Last Monday night our student norant citizens. No leader or fol- to the surface, his mighty grip Sholley, imported Lower Slobbovi- The Ape continued. "Yeah, Balower of Wallace is ever looked at by this time digging deeply into an whiskby, Babyface strode thru
council voted "have".
as a coward, and because of the the soft, mushy substance floating the rickety swinging doors of Tal- byface, but they deported him last
Sobeit.
month for trying to dismantle the
The issue has been decided, and if ratting is to be succes- lack of information in his policies above that had proved to be his ton's bar and grill which was lo- Eifel-Tower and sell it for scrap Will Big Jon De Urresti prove
and
lack of courage, many people life-saver.
cated in the attic of a condemned
sful as such, a unified front must be presented by both sides.
iron. Since he's been over here to be more than the illustrious BaFrom here there must be just two groups on campus; the steer clear of ever mentioning his As his curly blond head bobbed tenement house in the most scum- he's moved in on your territory byface can handle? Are any of
miest and most delapidated secrats, and them what pursues 'em. Said latter group might name.
and taken over all your old enter- Glassjaw Flannelly's old boys still
to the surface, Babyface opened tion of the Bowery.
You are being trained to THINK
be euphoniously and appropriately termed "cats".
prises."
alive to wreak horrible revenge on
his eyes and beheld with horror
The idea of a rat court and all that it entails may seem ob- and FIND FACTS, do so in elec- and utter disgust the emaciated, As the blue-eyed blonde young Babyface ran his fingers quiz- Babyface. This time Babyface
noxious to some, but it must me remembered that the whole tion of ocr next president, don't bloated corpse of Glassjaw Flan- sadist sat himseif down at a zically through his silky locks and really behind -the old eight ball.
theory of ratting is not to provide an outlet for the bloated follow the mobs, but find out for nelly, Babyface's arch enemy who cheap, dirty table with a potato I at the
time pulled forth and To see what is the outcome of this
egos of upperclassmen, nor is it a deliberate attempt to make yourself.
deplorable situation be sure tc
had plunged off the Brooklyn sack as a cover, he was confronted lit a 1
Egyptian stogey.
the freshmen feel inferior. Nothing unites a diversified group
Bridge, locked in a death strug- by the huge, brawny shape of | the perfumic
filled the din- read next week's issue.
By Derek Dunn-Rankin
By Pancho Knott

CHAPTER 4
BABYFACE RETURNS

Cblle6iale Digest

as effectively as a "common enemy", and ratting supplies
just that, for rat and cat alike.
Poor Tom Dewey! Imagine havAccept it in the spirit it is carried out, and freshmen, ing to make speeches all over the
just bear this in mind—another year and you too may trod country and not daring to say a
the gacrad sod.
thing in any of them, because if

October 17, 1948
Dear Sir:
It was with great surprise and
delight that I read this year's
opening installment of Pancho
Knott's "The Keelers" in last
week's issue of the Spur. I was
overjoyed that Mr. Knott, who, in
my opinion and in those of my
friends, is one of the most talented
writers ever to come from the
ranks of Dr. Cranberry's creative
writing class, has most graciously
consented to continue with this
masterpiece of humor and excitement. I think what this paper
needs is more literature of the
high caliber and outstanding wit
that Mr. Knott so generously injects into all his work.
I remain most humbly,
Richard Francis Knott, Jr.
Dear Editor,
Last week I read J. T. Hurphey's
letter to you with a touch of
amusement. According to him, or
her, as the case may be, he thinks
that "ratting in any form is wrong,
especially at Rollins."
I think that Hurphey is suffering from a persecution complex.
I do not believe that his views
are upperclass, but just a leetle
sophomoric.
For instance, he
claims that "Ratting is more than
violence, it is a wrong attitude towards people and towards life."
I, personally, think that it is
the right attitude towards people
and towards life. Most freshmen
don't mind walking on the sidewalks and wearing their beanies
but just a few do. Of course it
doesn't make a hell of a lot of
difference whether they do or not
but the important thing is the
spirit. All of the rest of your life,
Dear Hurphey, you are going to
be obeying silly laws. Of course,
if everyone were like you, we
would need no laws. We'll all go
around waving the olive branch
and everything would be lovely.
Unfortunately, that isn't the way
the world is set up. There are

always going to be a minority who
deviate and most of that minority
employ the defense mechanism of
"brotherly love" as the cover up.
It is written in the Bible that
"ye shall love your neighbor as
yourself", no more, no less. If
your neighbor is an ass and needs
throwing in the lake, you can still
love him and give him the heave.
You are really doing him a favor,
because he is liable to quit blaming other people and their silly
laws and start looking toward himself as the real reason.
Lovingly,
Cecil Van Hoose

Kappa Alpha Will
Hold Open House
The Kappa Alphas will hold
open house in their dormitory nejtt
Sunday night. Festivities will start
at 7:30 p.m. and the entire student
body is invited.
Entertainment
will be supplied by Chap MacDonnel and his animated key board.
For the benefit of new students,
an open house at Rollins is merely
a social call and very informal and
friendly. Girls are not expected
to have an escort for these functions.

Dr. King to Conduct
New Sociology Course
"Introduction to Social Work,"
a two-hour seminar open to adults
and students for undergraduate
credit, will be held every Wednesday at 7 p.m. in room 304 Lyman
Hall, Rollins College, Dr. C. Wendell King, assistant professor of
sociology, announced recently.
Sociology 417, a regular course
of the college curriculum, will be
conducted by Ann Curtwright, Orlando, district supervisor for the
Florida State Welfare Board. She
will be assisted by Frances James,
executive secretary of the community welfare planning council,
Mrs. Clare Kelly of Orange County
Guidance Clinic, and others from
state and federal programs, whose
names will be announced as they
accept responsibility for units in
the course.

he came out and said what he
thought he would be washed up
as
a
presidential
candidate.
Imagine not being able to repudiate the support of men like House
Speaker Martin and reactionary
Publisher
Robert
McCormick.
Imagine having to whitewash the
80th Congress. Is there that much
paint in the country ? I think the
man deserves credit for honesty
as well as sympathy for his impossible position. He has said he
thinks the Democrats' Marshall
plan merits everyone's support. In
a recent speech in Iowa, he said,
"I will not contend that o'lr difficulties today have been brought
about by the present National Administration." I think we can par.
don Mr. Dewey for not saying it
was the congress of his own party
that brought these difficulties
about.

press, please write me, campus
box 94, and let me know how
you feel. I'd like to know if
anyone gets to the bottom of
this column.

MOVIE BREAKER

ELEPHANTS CAGE

By Jack F. Mehlek

By William J. Bazley

"The Walls of Jericho"
Colony—Thurs, Fri., and Sat.
"The Walls of Jericho" is a com.
plicated, emotional serving of corn,
set against the background of a
mid-western town at the turn of
the century. This is the story:
Cornel Wilde is married to Anne
Dvorak; Linda Darnell has just
become the wife of Kirk Douglas.
Linda soon tires of Kirk and begins to flirt with Cornel. Although
Cornel doesn't love his wife, he
brushes Linda aside because he
has fallen for Anne Baxter. Anne
isn't married, but she gives Cornel the run-around—shades of the
soap operas!! Cornel, by the way,
is a young county attorney who
gets immersed in scandal, brandishes his biceps at the town toughs,
alternated between three conniving
women, one of who tries to kill
him, and emerges from it all with
a big, boyish grin and a simple,
"Dunno why, but ah love it here
in Jericho."

The presidential campaign
now in its last stages. Only two
weeks remain before we go to the
polls tb elect a president and vicepresident.
The office of vice-president has
seemed less significant in past
elections; we are inclined to forget the vice-president inherits the
office of president in case of unforseen circumstances. President
Truman is an example of on
elevated in rank.
Earl Warren, Republican vicepresidential nominee, is a warm,
friendly man—one who fully real
izes the problems facing our coun^
try today. As governor of California, he has proved himself an
outstanding leader. A workmanlike administrator, he has always
taken pains to ruffle no feelings,
stick close to the middle of the
road, and work in close harmony
with subordinates. Governor Warren, a progressive Republican, was
elected governor of California on
both Democratic and Republican
tickets.

I would Uke to put some
questions to my colleagues,
silent Tom Dewey's able advocate, Bill Bazley, and the
courageous crusader for Scatterbrained Hank, Skook Bailey:
"Tell me, Miss Bailey, do you
deny that Henry Wallace's whole
party is held up by the Communist-front organizations ? Do you
accept as great American liberals,
Vito Marcantonio and Leo Isaac-;
son, of the New Party in New' He strongly endorses the United
York ? I would like to remind you Nations and full Marshall Plan apbefore you reply that Congressman propriations. He has always been
Marcantonio has consistently fol- a crusader of public power and
lowed the Moscow line in his vot- reclamation projects for the West.
ing record." Last week Mr. Baz- Governor Warren favors a permley carelessly remarked that the anent FEPC, government assistDemocrats are responsible for in- ance for private housing, and govflation by enacting such measures
(Continued on page 4)
as paying the farmer not to grow
a bumper crop of wheat. This nation's farmers are producing more
foodstuffs than ever before, wheat
included, and Democratic price support is helping them to do it: price.
support, by the way, which Mr.;
Dewey has publicly endorsed. I
should like to ask Mr. Bazley what
he thinks of the 80th Congress not
passing a housing bill, and its taking no steps to curb inflation. Perhaps this is being unfair. Can
Bill answer these questions which
silent Tom cannot?
If anyone has a political
opinion he would like to ex-

Miss Darnell wriggles her voluptous frame all over the place,
that is, when she isn't doing the
town in her classy 1908 sedan.
Kirk Douglas, a newcomer to the
screen, looks to me like a rugged
cuss—I expected him at any moment to snatch a two hundred and
fifty pound barbell and press it
bove his steely jaw. Anne Baxar is Cornel's secret love. Eevery
ight after his wife begins her
solitary, cocktail party in her bedn, Corny slips over to see Anne
who pours him a big glass of milk
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and feeds him angle-food cake.
Even Miss Baxter, talented as
she is, was unable to rescue this
ranmbling yarn.
The payoff of it all comes when
Cornel innocently asks his soused
spouse why she is sueing him for
divorce, and she sneers and shoots
the poor boy between the third
and fourth rib. I didn't blame her!
"Julia Misbehaves"
Colony—Sun., and Mon.
This time Greer Garson tries her
hand at farce comedy, and surprisingly enough, at times succeeds
in being quite funny. She portrays
Julia Packett, the same character
that Margery Sharpe originated
in her novel, The Nutmeg Tree. As
the story opens, Greer, and exLondon music hall queen, is on her
way to her estranged husband's
family home in France to attend
her daughter's wedding. Enroute
to France, she meets Cesar Romero who is dressed g'aily in
sport clothes and speaks with a
reduculos cockney twang, Cesar
goes on to explain that he, his
mother and brothers comprise an
acrobatic team—and from then on,
at the drop of a hat, Cesar and the
boys scamper on each others backs
to perform pyramids, etc. In one
le Miss Garson joins the act
and sings a ditty while hanging
upside down from a trapeze.

Library Lighting
Movement Starts
To Whom It May Concern,
We need better illumination in
tlie library! Dark floors, dark
furniture, and dark blotches along
the walks—all these combine to
absorb the feeble Mazda light
which is supplied through the
over-loaded circuits of Carnigie
Hall.
What are we going to do about
this ? First, it has been suggested
that a group of interested students organize itself into a body
to be known as the LIBRARY
LIGHT
BOOSTERS.
Arrangements have been made for the
first meeting, which is to be held
at Dubsdread Country Club tomorrow evening at 9 o'clock. There
will be dancing, with music provided by Gene Krupa nad his orchestra. Free beer for everyone!
Absolutely no cover charge. Come
along to Dubsdread. Bring yourself! Bring your date! Refuse to
squint any longer! Get behind the
LIBRARY LIGHT
BOOSTERS
and PUSH!
Lemrac

Jim McMenemy and Chap McDonnell are the latest stars in the
WHOO, galaxy, and you can hear
n every Monday through Friday at 11:45 p.m. Discs and patter to keep you awake during
study hours—jokes and plenty of
reer finally arriv(Js ,'at the red hot. Jim worked on the radio
Packett rnansion and begins to
summer and Chap did too!
take charge of things. She pro- Tube trouble.
ceeds to swindle an over-amorous
friend of the family (Nigel Bruce)
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.
(Continued on page 3)
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ROLLINS

CAMPUS KEYHOLER
"Whatta week-end!
still
• sounding all over the campus af^ ter the Gainesville gathering that
took more than half of our college
^ population away for the big game,
"* Right behind the football players
•d on the way to Gainesville wer
J cheer leaders Pat Van ,Sickl.
J Jackie Bullock, Gloria Parkei
1^ Ginger Butler, Jolie Wheeler, Mar
^ gle Mountcastle, Dana Abott, and
J. Corky Scarborough, all of wl
1 lead the Rollins cheering section
J. as well as, if not better, than they
j: did at the pep rally before the
I game.
The Kappa's sent a big delegation to the game in the persons of
Bee Godfrey, Martha Dalrymple,
Sally Ladd, Bev Hedrick, Carol
Posten, Nancy Morrison, and Billie
Moore, all of whom reported the
best time ever. Aggie Hendrix,
Bev Burkhart and Kit Bowen represented the Chi O's in the cheering section. Saw Kelley Emery Snd
" and Sam Burcher's rooting for the
Tars, as were Mona Morris and
Buddy, Ginger and Jupe, Taffy
and Ken, Bob Boyle, and Judy
Baker, Joe Masters and Nan
Brinkman, Ann Garner and Buddy,
Rae Holden and Vaughan Freeman, Jean Clark and ATO Prexy,
Bud McDougal, l|etty Roebuck
and Pete Dye (did you really get
locked in, Roe?) Wimmin who
were there to cheer their men onward were Ginnie Harr, Val Stacey, Yvonne Fulton, Shirley Fry,
Fran Maring, Maggie Bell, Norma
Jean Thaggard, Rima Shaw, Tiny
Estes, Bev Cotter, Olga Llano,
Joanne Byrd, and Fay Crouse. The
X-Club was in evidence in the
persons-of Arbie and Nancy Fry,
Bill and Freddie Koch, and Punchy
and Corky.
Gainesville, however, wasn't the
only scene of attraction, for Carolyn Maas and Rhoda Knight took
off to Tampa, and Jean Cartwright
and Mary Bland Dew headed toward Jacksonville. Sunday found a
few of the lazier guys 'n' gals at
Daytona . . . Jackie Bullock and
Dick Pope, Dave Manley and Glo
Parker, Ed Swindle and Pat Cathy
. . . Marilyn Walker also went to
Daytona with her mother. And we
hear that "Uncle Bud" Archer
thoroughly enjoyed himself at the
Legionnaire convention in Miami.
Pat May and Mary Delano trekked
down to Sarasota for the weekend.

STUDY BUDDIES?
The Lambda Chi's hit upon a
novel idea this week . . . studying.
With H. B. Baxter setting the
pace, all the good brothers agreed
that there should be a study hour
for five minutes every night from
3:55 to 4:00 a.m. From now on,
anybody found not at work at this
time will be forced to eat two
pounds of "soap custard" at Beans.
Phil Hayes, Lambda Chi transfer
from De Pauw, reports that he is
enjoying to the fullest this refined
and peaceful atmosphere of the
fraternity, and the intelligence of
one outstanding brother, "Baldy"
Knecht. "Baldy" has decided to
pull but his curly locks (all three
of them) and get a simonize job
instead of a haircut. That's really
using one's head, no?
SUMMER GADABOUTS
News comes via the Gamma Phi
correspondent of a summer well
spent.
Prexy Sylvia Verdin attended
Gamma Phi Beta National Convention in St. Louis this summer
prior to going home to Mexico
City. Harriet Kirby and Marge
Reese took a busman's holiday and
atended Ohio State's summer session. Starring in summer stock
at Townhall Theatre in Massachusetts
was Penny
Drinkwater
while Cathy Corey spent her summer commuting between St. Pete
and New York City by way of
Tennessee. Other gadabouts were
Peg Lawwill visiting in Chicago,
Edna Baldwin working at a country club in Illinois, Monica Egan
in North Carolina (a far cry from
Fernandina), and Mary Lee Aycrigg having a gay time in Pennsylvania. These days we find Dee
being very domestic for her KA
husband, Milton Blakemore.
Recently the Gamma Phis descended en masse on Dee Blakemore
and Dody Copley for one of their
famous get-togethers at Dody's.
Gamma Phis who have forsaken
Rollins and its swaying palms this
year are Jo Gunter at Birmingham-Southern, Alison Cuninghame
at Ohio Wesleyan, Libby Bull at
the University of Kansas, Nancy
Burnett at the University of Illinois, and Rusty Rounds giving
her all to McGraw Hill Publishing
in New York.

THIS 'N' THAT
Welcome home to Ginnie Gates,
le of our last year's seniors who
the reason for all the partying
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers. recently. Friday night found Jane
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Freeman playing hostess in thi
Theta House to Ginnie, Claudi;
Hutchinson, and Pat Van Sick!
. . . last year's famous room-mate
quartet. It was good to see John
Corliss and Bambi Cranmore back
for a short stay again.
Pets seem to accumulate o:
campus every year and two hav
already become well-known. Dan;
Abbott, Nan Brinkman, and Taffy
Tennant bought a darling mixture
of a puppy at the dog pound a cou
pla weeks ago, and Mona Morris i
proudly taking care of her littl
turtle, "Bottom's Up".
Mayflower is now boasting about
its new Magnavox combination
radoi-vic and Laura King's tracky
record "'For Heaven's Sake". An
other addition to the Pi Phis if
their newly repaired arrow with
the silver-blue glow.
Roland Horner, ex-prexy of the
Alpha Phi Lambdas, writes that
he will descend on our campus the
end of this month on a 10-day
leave from the U.S. Army Air
Corps base at San Antonio, Texas.
That should be sufficient notice to
Charles Robinson who has been
dating Joanne Endriss.
A get-well-quick goes out to
Bill Shafer, who is in the Orange
Memorial hospital with a broken
leg. And the same goes for Joan
Straley who did a back flip and
missed the pool. No splash . . . a
broken nose.
Blond Hester Davis, original
day student from Winter Park has
now joined the Cloverleaf Clan.
A pat on the back to the gals
who made the freshman basketball
team . . . Sally "Rabbit" Hare,
Margie "Ketsup" James, Cookie
Swift, Ginnie Apgar, "Hobo" Hobart, Sheila Kelley, Betty Matthews, Nancy Hawkins, Phyllis
Brettele (capable captain), Pat
Roberts, and Pat Creel. Merle
Hodges will be official water boy
and manager . . . Merle, incidentally,' had a very interesting
visitor from Ga. Tech this weekend, but we can't find out his
name.
BELLES OF THE BALL
it you see many limping Pi Phis
about, it's only because they've
started basketball practice in
earnest, for they have their eyes
on that championship, and in their
own words, "We're hoping to win
a game!" And the Pi Phis, as well
as other groups, are really gonna
have competition this year, for the
freshman and transfer teams are
certainly out to win with a grand
bunch of players.
PELICAN AVEEKEND
The Pelican was claimed this
week-end by the Alpha Phi Lambdas with Dr. and Mrs. Minor and
Dr. Huntley as guests. Joanne
Endriss and Charles Robinson, and
Gretchen Herpel and Bob McCui
came back with good tans alonj
with the rest of the gang, includ
ing Norbitt Mintz and Eleanore
Parker. Reports come that Fred
Rogers, new Phi Lambda, has been
doing some rather happy piano
duets with talented Joanne Byrd.
Milton Schwartz, on the other
hand, is pretty sad about Paul
Hutter's exit from Rollins. Stan
Rudd, campus bugler, has been
blowing his hom at the Orlando
Air base every Wednesday night
. . . Stan's an eager membei
the National Guard.
HEARTY PARTY
The Delta Chi's are getting
quite the reputation . . . especially
Kelley Emery . . . for entertaining
ability. It seems that Emery's,
Inc. have always shown such wonderful hospitality in letting the
gang take over their house to
make a success of such parties
as the two they've had this year.

S A N D S P U R

THREE

Special Concert
For Legionaires

Rollins Family
"You mean that this will make
us friends ?" asked John Rollins
looking up at the razor poised
over his head.
"Of course," beamed Coi dial
Slaughter running the razor thiu
John's blond hair and hurling se\
eral locks onto the floor, "We 11
pals. Now hold still so I don i
lop off" your ear by mistake 1
did that last year, you know
It
was such a nice ear too."
John Rollins moved his blue e\t
from the hair-strewn fiooi and
stared up at his, "protectoi "
"Then you ARE my pal," he
smiled happily.
"S u r e,"
continued
Cordul
Slaughter snipping off the last
lock, "You could have gotten much \
worse. I could have paddled vou
until I got tired, or the paddle
broke; I could have thrown you
down your dormitory stairway, or
maybe—maybe," he added dreamily, "I could have tarred you and
left you all by yourself in Jacksonville. That would be real sport."
He grinned, "Yes you're lucky you
didn't get worse."
Johnny looked up unbelievingly.
"You could do all those things just
because I forgot my r a t c a p ? "
"Why sure," smiled Cordial
Slaughter, "This is fz'eshman
Orientation Week. You have to
wear your fat cap and cow-tow
to us upperclassmen so as we can
become real good friends."
By . . . Johnson Tai . . •

Diskology

For folks majoring in this everloving subject, Disklogy, here's a
new night course to add to your
schedule:
Monday through Friday nights
at the hoot-owl hour of 11:45 on
the hoot-owl station WHOO, Chappie McDonnell and Jimmy McMenemy will give out with a brand
new lecord show! Their selections
u ill come from requests sent in
b\ admiring fans (thanks, Mom)
and the most popular records at
the Music Box (upon which this
column is based). Here's wishing
these Rollins boys the best of luck
and hoping every member of the
Rollins Family will keep them
well supplied with requests of
favorites, old and new.
Each Thursday during lunch
hour at the Beanery, the three top
requests of the Mac & Mac Show
will be played on the loud speaker.
Be sure to listen for them at 12;45, 1:00, and 1:15.
If you're a specialty collector,
look this one up a t the Music Box,
LAKE WALES, Fla. — The
it's Benny Goodman's (Capitol
bells of the Singing Tower will
Record) Cherokee with the reverse
be played Sunday, October 24tb,
side, Love is Just Around the Corin a special concert for returnner. In case you don't recognize
ing Legionaires. Nearby Cypress
the high-side, Cherokee, it's acGardens will give a special water
tually Ray Noble's, Indian Love
show in the morning for the
Call with the old Goodman arLegionaires.
rangement. The song is from a new
flicker, namely. Here is my Heart.
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers.
One you no doubt have heard,
but which nevertheless rates a
nod from here, is This is the Moment, from the movie of the same
name. Dinah Shore, our old standby, sings this on a Columbia record
with I^ve That Boy, backing it up.
The boogie of the week is a good

one which may remind some fans
of T.D's Boogie-Woogie; look for
X-Temporaneous
Boogie
with
Camille Howard at the piano. A
new record corporation called Specialty, releases this featuring
Camille vocalizing on You Don't
Love Me, on the flip over. This
is guaranteed to put Camille right
there ranking with Savannah
Churchill, Julia Lee and Hazel
Scott, other members of her race.
It's a yellow and black labeled
record which you don't want to
miss.
There's a record series named
Songs of Our Times. They start
with 1917 through 1943 and the
end brings you top hits of each
year in Medley form featuring
different name bands in each album. We'd like to mention two of
those albums now just for old
times sake: 1921 and 1932, both
of which Carmen Cavallero renders
on the piano with his traditional
accompanizment. Ma, He's Making
Eyes At Me and Wang-Wang
Blues. For the dreamy trend you'll
find, April Showers and Make Believe. Then in 1932, Carmep recalls
such tunes as You're an Old Smoothie, Lets Put Out the Lights, that
grand one for harmonizing, I've
Told Every Little Star and How
Deep is the Ocean, not to mention.
Night and Day and Stardust.
Remember the Mac & Mac Show
at 11:45 over WHOO, the three
top tunes every Thursday noon at
"Beans" and watch this column
for record news.
Marie Hodges
Carol Gradsky

Inquiring Reporter
What are we going to do about the Reds?
Jack Mehlek—Put 'em in a box, tie 'em with a ribbon and throw them
in the deep blue sea,'
Margy Watson—Can't be put in print.
Jan Olson—Be tolerant 'til tolerance gives out.
Harold P. McKinney—I am backing Sidney Lanier to the limit.
Caroline Maas—I'm a woman of few words! Utt«r annihilation.
Foots Brumley—We are going to b,eat the
out of them.
Nan Van Zile—Make democracy so appealing that communism will be
over shad ow'ed.
Charles Dawson—The Reds are a passing phase who never pass—
they're always with us.
Pete Sholley—If this keeps up, they'll ban me little red wagon.
Incognito Freshman—What Reds? We have none at Rollins. (I hope)
Red to me means a prettty color, Reds( various shades of red, and a
cheerful color for a girl to wear when she's in the dumps or has
the blues. See?
Stan Constain—About time I changed mine.
First newspaper delivery by helicopter in commercial hi^torj, April
3, 1918. Container (white circle) catapulted to Jcck as KoIUnJAmericun S.S. Nieuxv Amsterdam slowed down for pilot, Papers were
the New York Herald Tribune. Crews of Dutch ships arriving in
New York harbor visit the Netherlands Seamen's Club at the SeanicTi's Church Institute, Episcopal Church organization caring for
thousands of merchant seamen in literally hundreds of services,
from banking to dentistry and laundry.
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Distinctively Different
Lingerie Trousseaux

I
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348 Park Ave.
Phone 45
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in a gambling casino, persuades
her daughter (Elizabeth Taylor)
to cancel her marriage plans to
a dull finance and to elope instead
with Peter (the Wolf) Lawford—
end, at length, she manages to
win back her husband, Walter Pidgeon, through numerous actions
involving a picnicing bear, a
plunge in a mud puddle and a
dunking in a lake.
Somehow, through all her rowdy
actions. Miss Garson maintains the
appearance of being an aristocratic matron, temporarily litting
down her hair—A Mrs. Miniver
on a binge, instead of the original
brash, bold, naturally uncouth
Julia intended by Miss Sharpe.
For this reason, the show
its desired mark.

FOR FAST PLAY
Tennis Rover or Lace-tothe-Toe Champion

m

R. C. B A K E R

Ksd;

20rPark Ave.,S.

WHITE TURKEY
DRIVE IN

THOSE PECAN WAFFLES AT

Warren's Waffle Shop
ARE SWELL
On Highway 17 & 192 Five Miles North of
Rollins College

Park
B
arK /A
A v e n u e oar
Formerly "ROBBIES"

DANCING

1911 N. Mills St.
A Miss who does not Ki;
Will remain a Miss
But a Miss who Kisses
Will become a Mrs.

[yTTTTTTjniYi] \\v\\\\\s\\;^.?|)

CURB
SERVICE

AIR CONDITIONED
DINING ROOM

114 Park Ave.
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TARS-PRESBYTERIAN BATTLE SATURDAY NIGHT
F
COEDS IN SPORTS
By Nancy Morrison
A n-ew addition to the Rollins
girls golf team this year is Betty
Rowland, a transfer from the University of Kentucky.
Having the number two green
almost in her back yard at home
and coming from a golfing family,
^etty could not resist taking up
that game of golf. She started
playing at the ripe old age of 15
and has had instructions from the
well known golf professional Alvey
Hume for the past three years.
Now playing in her fourth year,
Betty has made an excellent record
for herself in that short length of
time. For the past three years
the Kentucky transfer has held
the Lexington city championship.
Betty's best score was a 74 and
her average score is usually
around 79. To prove that thirteen
is not an unlucky number Betty
shot a hole in one on the thirteenth
hole at home. Maybe she can show
us how it is done.
Last year in the Kentucky State
Tournament Betty met the State
champion, Verria Stone, in the
semi-finals. On the sixteenth hole
she was three down with three to
go, and under this pressure she
won the next three holes to even
the match at the eighteenth hole.
The nineteenth hole lost the match
for Betty, but Verna Stone won
her final match easily seven and
six. This excellent showing gave
Betty the number two spot in Kentucky.
Playing for the first time at the
Southern Amateur
tournament,
Betty qualified for the first flight.
Then she lost to Betty McKinnon
who has beaten the Rollins famed
golfer, Peggy Kirk.
Also this
summer Betty placed third behind
Margaret Gunther and the Ken-

tucky champion in the Marion
Kiley Memorial Medal Tournament. She was second in the Bartlett Memorial Medal play.
Already out at Dubsdread Betty
has played some impressive golf.
A week ago she won a two-ball
mixed foursome with Clyde Kelly,
having a low score of 75 against
a field of 36 couples. Last week
she qualified as the medalist
a score of 79 for the Dubsdread
Club tournament.
Betty's golf philosophy
med up when she says, "No matter
how badly you hit a shot you h;
always seen someone hit one much
worse, and no matter how well you
have hit a shot you have seen a
better one."
As for future plans Betty hopes
to play in many more and bigger
tournaments next summer if she
is playing good golf. She definite
ly plans to play in some of th(
winter golf tournaments in Flor
ida and in the Inter

NEW STUDENTS'
BASKETBALL THREAT
A tentative list of freshmen and
transfer students who will partici^^ite in intramura,l basketball
this term is now submitted for
print. At forward posts will be
Mary Ann Hobart, Marge Watson, Phyllis Brettell, Ewing McCallister, Nan Hawkins, Cookie
Swift and Ginny Apgar. At guard
position will be Margie James,
Sally Hare, Mary Bailey, Sheila
Kelly, Ann Garretson and Betty
Garrett. Phyll Brettell was elected
captain and Mary Ann Hobart,
alternate, at a short meeting in
the gym Wednesday. Practice will
be every Monday and Wednesday
at 5 P.M.

Rollins Expected to Run Into
Trouble with Strong Presbyterians
Saturday night the Rollins Tars
hope to bounce back from their
defeat at the hands of the Florida
Gators, with a victory over Presbyterian College. This was expected to be an easy victory for
the Tars but the record of Presbyterian shows that it may prove to
be a disastrous evening for Rollins. The visitors sport wins over
the Citadel and Erskine, the latter
was downed 14-0. They have suffered two defeats at the hands of

Chattanooga and Clemson. Clemson of course is one of the big
teams in the South and to date is
undefeated. The Tars only beat
Erskine 7-0. But this means absolutely nothing, and if they play
the way they did last Saturday
night no small college team in the
country could beat them. So let's
all hustle on out to Greater Orlando Stadium and give them the
kind of support we did the other
night and they'll win this one for

R
By FOUR I l ' S

The Florida Gators defeated th.
Rollins Tars 41 to 12 last Saturday night at Gainesville before
15,000 thrilled fans.
For a quarter the Tars fought
the heavy favored Gators to
standstill but bad breaks and
serve power finally overcame the
Rollins defense and the Gators
weht on to score almost at will.
Florida's first touchdown ca
after only eight plays with H
singer going over from the five
age 27, ht. 6' 2", wt. 220,
after Cox had set it up with
A fine defensive tackle, the Hs
yard dash over right tackle. Dick
City veteran is fast and experiDarty electrified the crowd by
enced. When in shape he is one
taking Florida's kickoff and racing
of the fine tackles of Rollins grid82 yards through the whole Floriron history.
ida team to score. Knecht's attempted conversion was wide and
Florida led 7 to 6. Rollins second
touchdown came after a pass in- ALL IN A LIFE TIME—
terception, a 24-yard sprint by Ed
Professdr (in middle of a joke):
Sirmons to the nine from where "Have I told you this one before?"
Cal Peacock bucked it over three
Class in chorus: "Yes."
plays later. Knecht's try for exProfessor: "Good, then maybe
tra point was blocked.
you'll understand it this time."
Florida scored twice in the secOn Friday afternoon the Lamb
To Mary—with love
ond quarter, once on an 84-yard
da Chis upset the Sigma Nus b\
Two merry—with love
return of a punt by Broadas and
the
close margin of 7 to 0.
Too
merry—with
love
a 55-yard run by Hunsinger.
The winning touchdown play, a
Three . . .
In the third period Florida
pass
from Sisson to McMenem\, j
Two
marry.
marched G5 yards to a touchdown
with Cox going over from the five
and Florida's last score came in
the fourth quarter with Parker
scoring from the five after Belden
had passed 38 yards to Turner.
—^
by T. T. Holden*
Rollins
12 0 0 0—12
Florida
7 20 7 7—41
Statistics:
First downs
'.__.. 8
14
Net yards rushing ...127
331
H. B. BAXTER: age 27, ht. 6',
Passes attempted
12
9
nt. 220, junior. An outstanding
Passes completed —___. 6
5
defensive lineman, Baxter has conYards gained passing 34
07
tributed some long distance puntPasses intercepted _:____ 2
1
Punt average
._._ 33.5
33
ing to the Tars during the last
Op. fumbles recovered 1
2
two years. He is one of three men
Yards lost penalties 75
95
from Pahokee on the squad.

(opposite the campus)
"DEDICATED TO YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE"
Florida's widest selection of phonograph records
. . . at your doorstep.

THE MUSIC BOX
RADIOS - PHONOGRAPHS - RECORDS - MUSIC

ELEPHANTS CAGE
ernment health insurance at a
state level.
He is solidly against big government, but believes government
must act when private initiative
has failed.
He is reasonable; he possesses
good judgment and has faith in
our country. Governor Warren is
an ideal man for the all important
job of vice-president.

Inc.

D e a l e r s in W a r S u r p l u s
B o x 1130

R o c h e s t e r 2, N . Y .

F A L l CLEAN Y O U R C A M E R A FOR BETTER PICTUS^^S

Chances are good your camera a rag or handkerchief. If you want
had a busy time this summer, with to use a lens cleaner, be very caretrips to the beach and maybe a ful that it doesn't seep inside and
Professor: A man who tries to lot of vacation traveling. Even attack the cement. And don't try
though you were careful to give
make the college work its way it good treatment, it would proba- to take your lens .apart. That's a
job only for a skilled camera
through the students.
bly pay to have a good check-up mechanic.
before the winter photographic
Your bellows should be checked
Patronize Sandspur Advertisers. season sets in.
carefully for light leaks. The
A good thorough dusting is the easiest way to do this is to Insert
first job. A small camel's hair a small light bulb inside the belRayon Stroller
brush will help you get into small lows in a dark room. Your dealer
nooks and the bellows folds. Check
ca^ supply you with patching maany loose corners of the leather
covering which may need cement- terial, but if the bellows is too
ing down and give all leather sur- badly gone, it is good economy to
faces a treatment with some good replace it.
Most important, you should have
preservative. Don't use anything on
your shutter tested for accuracy,
the bellows though.
Touching up scuffed paint adds a and possibly cleaned and adjusted.
lot to the camera's appearance, and This Is no job for amateur meinside the camera will prerent poe- chanics, but your dealer can do it
sible refiectidns. OQ.oT«r 1^ BOr«wi very inexpensively.
carefully to make^fV^^ittM^jfikf* 'I^Jii^ew^ hours spent in keeping
tight, using the prop4r'lico fiOi^W*yOUf^Camera in tip-top shape will
driver so you wop't BUff ibe heatXf. not Ottly preserve its value, but wiJl
• T h e lens n e M s ' a careful clean- also b* t bis help in
ing too. Use lens tissue only, never best"^ itassfble pictures

T h e P i o n e e r C l e a n e r s of W i n t e r

It is interesting to note that the
touchdown play, a beautiful 20yard pass into the end zone, was
the first Lambda Chi pass to the
right side in- the game. Perhaps
they were saving it just for that

H

ERE'S a one-piece peplum dress
that's a good choice for allVound wear. The rayon cord fabric
is soft and drapable with an interesting ribbed texture. Made of
Avisco rayon yarns, it wil! stand up
favorably through many trips to the
cleaner. Notice the contrasting collar
and cuffs and the flattering doublebreasted effect. A comprehensive
leaflet, "How To Buy Rayon", will
help you select the right fabric for a
given purpose. For your free copy,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the Woman's Editor of
this paper.

GEORGE FRANKLIN: age 23,
ht. 6' 1", wt. 210, junior. Franklin was all-city center in Miami
before he entered the armed services. Lacking Hancock's speed, his
ability as a reserve will have much
to do in deciding the success of
fhe Tars. Other centers will be
selected from the freshman class,
unless Bill Meares of Plant City
returns to college.
Bill Goldrick
In the first game of the intramurals the Delta Chis were no
match for the strong KA team.
It was touchdown after touchdown
with the KAs showing superiority
with a brilliant passing attack.
These attacks were stopped oh occasion t y the defensive punting
of Dave Larson. KA's Buddy McByde was the most versatile on
the field. He threw a touchdown
pass to Copeland in the opening
minutes of the game and later personally scored two times. The
game finally ended with the score
41 to 0 with KA out front.
Ralph F. Seidel

ROY AND ERMA SAY—

"MEET ME AT THE TEPEE"
DANCING

lEPEE CLUB
947 ORANGE AVENUE

WINTER PARK

PHONE 1102

Park

UNIVERSAL CLEANERS

Football

A Particular Place for Particular People

Fashions

121 West Park Ave.
Phone 197
Free Parking on West Park Ave.

We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes
for sale. These are all new, in original cartons and cost
many times the price for which they are now being offered.
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three different powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece for higher
powers desired. Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical
system: pitch polished lenses.

GIBSON P A G E COMPANY,

came three minutes before tbe end
of the first half.
Throughout the game the Sigma Nus unleashed their powerful
passing attack and threatened
when they on the Lambda Chi 12jard line early in the first quar' ter. However, the Lambda Chif
' presented an excellent defense led
by Joe Mimonalo. Jim Lister did
•-,)me fine running for the losers
I and Sisson passed admirably for
the winners.

(Continued from page 2)

SURPLUS
PORTABLE MICROSCOPES

These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale
on the following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and
packing charges. Check or money order should be sent with
your order or $2.50 deposit, the microscope to be sent C.O.D.
for balance. Any check received after quantity has been
sold will be returned promptly.

CALVIN PEACOCK: age 25. ht.
Runs low
and hard. Last year had the knack
of getting those tough yards near
the goal line. A veteran and father of two children, Cal was a
schoolboy sensation at Pahokee
High School before the war.

CAMERA* TOPICS

By Skook Bailey
On moonlight cruises
Nobody :

THE M U S I C BOX

Jack McDowall's Rollins Tars
will play host to the Presbyterian
Blue Stockings when the two teams
meet at Tinker Field this coming
Saturday night.
Hoping to bounce back from
their defeat last week at the hands
of the Florida Gators, the Tars
will be all out to win this one.
The Blue Stockings have fhown
plenty of power in their two wins
this season, one of them being a
14 to 0 victory over Erskine, whom
Rollins defeated 7 to 0.
However, Rollins is expected to
be up to full strength as no major
injuries were suffered in the Florida game, and the improved Tars
should show improved offensive
and defensive play. If they play
as well as they did last Saturday
night no small college team in
the country should beat them.
Calvin Peacock, senior spinnerback, will be game captain.
The game is scheduled to start
at 8:15.
Probable Rollins starting lineup:
LE, Gray;
LT, Clark;
LG,
Odom; C, Hancock; RG, Mooney;
RT, Whittle; RE, Fay; QB, Smith;
LH, Justice; RH, Darty; FB, Peacock (C).

MECHANICAL WORK
FRAME AND FRONT END ALIGNMENT

in the
College Shop
Coats, suits and dresses
cleverly designed In the season's winning colors and
styles for the Junior figure
and the Junior fancy.

TOPS — UPHOLSTERING
SEAT COVERS
—
PAINTING

STATE AUTO BODY WORKS
1280 ORANGE AVE.

WINTER PARK

Ivey's Second Floor

YOWELL
DREW

:

The Fashion and Quality Store Sii

^

